
Chapter One 

Introduction 

 

Margaret Atwood was born on 18 November, 1939 in Ottawa, Ontario.  She 

was President of the Writers’ Union of Canada from May, 1982 and was President of 

International P.E.N., Canadian Centre (English Speaking) from 1984-1986.  

Atwood received numerous honorary degrees, the last of which was the one from 

Cambridge University in 2001.  Her works present a variety of genres, such as 

poetry, short fiction, novels, children’s books and non-fiction.  She received many 

awards and prizes for her works.  Her works include The Blind Assassin, Alice 

Grace, The Robber Bride, Wilderness Tips, Lady Oracle, Cat’s Eye and The 

Handmaid’s Tale.  The Edible Woman is Atwood’s first published novel.  This 

novel is the prototype of her later works and the prelude for the recurrent themes in 

later novels.  Traces of fairy tale, elements of Gothic romance, features of symbolic 

cannibalism, preoccupation with eating and themes of metamorphosis are evident in 

The Edible Woman and also characteristic of her later novels.  For example, The 

Edible Woman and Lady Oracle have been analyzed extensively in terms of food, 

particularly in terms of feminist theories of eating disorders and the politics of 

eating.   



     Marian McAlpin is the protagonist in The Edible Woman and is a recent college 

graduate living in an unnamed Canadian city.  She began dating Peter Wollander, an 

attorney, just as she started her job as a copy writer at a marketing research firm called 

Seymour Surveys.  Peter is interested in hunting, collecting guns and cameras.  

Before she even realized that their relationship was serious or “going somewhere,” 

she and Peter become engaged.  Strangely enough, it happens after a fit of anxiety 

that the thought of engagement and marriage causes Marian to run frantically into the 

night, away from Peter and the possibility of captivity.  The wedding plans are 

hastily taken over by Marian’s family, the plans for the rest of their life are taken over 

by Peter (plans that include Marian quitting her job and becoming a housewife), and 

Marian begins to feel consumed.  Marian’s onset of food aversions is comical, but 

also very symbolic- - the thought of being coldly and methodically consumed keeps 

Marian from eating during the weeks which lead up to her wedding as she tries to 

imagine giving up her independence.   

As this aversion to food becomes more apparent, Marian grows more and more 

attached to Duncan who is a young graduate student that Marian meets during a 

questionaire survey.  Marian feels free when she is with Duncan and discusses with 

him her eating disorder, which is kept hidden from Peter.  Marian’s eating disorder 

gradually develops into the form of total anorexia.  It seems that the body has its 



own free will about the intake of food.  In the end, Marian decides to leave both 

Peter and Duncan.  Marian then decides to bake a cake in the shape of a woman to 

feed her hunger.  Eating the cake is a symbolic moment when Marian recovers from 

her eating disorder and regains autonomy for herself.   

     Nearly every aspect of this novel is a symbol, a cultural comment of some kind.  

The most obvious, of course, is about food, but there are others, including the deep pit 

Marian stares into just days before her wedding.  The characters are also neatly 

compartmentalized into varying degrees of traditional stagnation.  They range from 

the stodgy old sexless landlady; the three “office virgins” at Marian’s company; Clara, 

a college friend who is deeply immersed in the doldrums of wifery and motherhood; 

and the scheming Ainsley Tewce, Marian’s roommate who plots to become pregnant 

with the help of an unsuspecting man, Len.  Peter, Marian’s fiancé, openly balks at 

marriage at the novel’s beginning; however, superb plot development shows that men 

have nothing to lose and everything to gain.  It is the wife-to-be who is expected to 

surrender everything. 

     Sharon Rose Wilsonin’s “Cannibalism and Metamorphosis in The Edible 

Woman:’The Robber Bridegroom’” intertwines the fairy-tale intertext with The Edible 

Woman, depicting such fairy-tale sexual politics as “cannibalism and metamorphosis 

through the act of eating, or a symbolic deadly consummation” in this novel (83).  



For example, she depicts Marian as playing the Robber Bridegroom as well as the 

Bride.  Marian participates in the “mutual games of disguise and sexual politics that 

not only amputate parts of the other but also create the other as Bluebeard” (94).  In 

addition, like the Robber Bride, Marian returns to society, presents herself as an 

emblem of her victimized self, and tells her story, acting to “reclaim swallowed pieces 

and to regain identity” (96).  This fairy-tale intertext establishes a tone both comic 

and Gothic. 

     Coral Ann Howells in “‘Feminine, Female, Feminist’: From The Edible Woman 

to ‘The Female Body’” examines Atwood’s exploration of “sexual power politics 

through social myths of femininity and representations of the female body” (38) and 

reveals women’s entrapment within their own bodies and within social myths.  This 

social myth of femininity refers to the discrepancy between the reality of women’s life 

and the image to which they are trying to conform.  Howells lays bare the fact that 

women are imprisoned in this feminine mystique “in the interest of American business 

interests and the ethic of consumerism” (41).  The female body then becomes “the 

site of victimization, internal conflict and rebellion” (42) and women must find “new 

subject positions for themselves in harmony with the world” (43).  It is quite 

upsetting in Howells’s mention that none of the three young women (Marian, Ainsley 

and Clara) in this novel has escaped from their culturally defined gender roles because 



“they are still producing cakes and babies” (54). 

     Many other critical views also differ greatly.  Ellen Peel in “Subject, Object 

and the Alternation of First- and Third-Person Narration in Novels by Alther, Atwood, 

and Drabble: Toward a Theory of Feminist Aesthetics” discusses the use of a 

technique called alternating narration and also provides examples of mix of first and 

third person narration.  There are also illustrations of the alternating technique and 

its relation to feminist aesthetic.  In “Verbal Terrain in the Novels of Margaret 

Atwood,” Margaret Griffith claims that the protagonist in The Edible Woman traces 

the journey to self-knowledge.  However, there is doubt of the ability of language to 

help her out of the dilemma.  Griffith describes this verbal terrain as “a confusion of 

linguistic brambles, a litter of false classifications and divisions” and even, to a great 

extent, as “an instrument of alienation and depersonalization” (85).  Griffith also 

finds something ironic in Marian who works as “a manipulator of words” for a 

consumer research outfit (85).  Lorna Irvine in “Murder and Mayhem:Margaret 

Atwood Deconstructs” focuses on the implication of secrecy.  Irvine argues that 

secrecy dominates Atwood’s novels and short stories.  That is, attention is 

“self-consciously drawn to hidden stories” (266).  In The Edible Woman, Marian gets 

pleasure from being “the only one who knew where I really was,” (76) while at the 

same time she recognizes an “invisible hand” that is “wiping away my signature” (89), 



a ghostly body “smiling, fluttering in the white empty space” (243).  In addition, 

secrecy also “merges with the altered, often maimed, female body” (Irvine 266).  

Marian’s body decreases because she stops eating, a situation that “foregrounds her 

conflicted emotional life and politically demonstrates her identity struggles” (266).  

As the novel begins, Marian introduces the “theme of murder” (266).  The landlady 

ominously appears with a trowel in her hand as if she had been burying a body in the 

garden.  Such a scene offers an association with murderous themes and acts for the 

observer like Marian. 

     J. Brooks Bouson in “The anxiety of being influenced: Reading and responding 

to character in Margaret Atwood’s The Edible Woman” offers such a perspective as 

readercharacter transaction.  This critic argues that the use of character is to provoke 

reader participation in the text’s drama.  There is also exposition of female passivity 

and submersion in the traditional wife and mother roles.  Emphasis is placed on how 

readers respond to fictional characters in the process of reading texts.  Bouson views 

the “readercharacter transaction as a potent empathic event” and that “character is 

meant to have designs on the reader, to make the reader feel certain ways, assume 

certain roles, and even do certain things” (2).  In other words, Bouson puts great 

emphasis on “critic/readers’ affective, as well as cognitive, involvements with the 

characters and texts they read and interpret” (2).  In “Atwood’s Edible Woman and 



Surfacing,” Henry C. Phelps examines the character, Joe, as “possessing a seeming 

solicitude towards women that masks a more fundamental antipathy” (1).  Though 

Joe seems to take “a protective attitude towards Clara” (EW 36) and has this tendency 

“to think of all unmarried girls as easily victimized and needing protection,” (EW 34) 

he describes women generally as “hollow” (EW 236).  “She [Clara] doesn’t know 

who she is any more; her core has been destroyed” (EW 236).  He suggests: “Maybe 

women shouldn’t be allowed to go to university at all; then they wouldn’t always be 

feeling later that they’ve missed out on the life of the mind” (EW 236).   The above 

critical judgments vary in many perspectives.  Some focus on the narrating technique 

and its relation to feminist aesthetic, whereas some may emphasize the implication of 

secrecy.  Some may analyze the novel in the light of the fairy-tale intertext, whereas 

some explore the text in the perspective of social myth of femininity and female body. 

     The protagonist’s attempt to gain a secure sense of self is of central importance 

in the text.  A feminine identity constantly “split between the personal need for 

self-fulfillment, and the demands of self-renunciation and adherence to a model of 

femininity constructed around a male idea,” is a prominent feature in Atwood’s The 

Edible Woman (Rao 137).  In this thesis, I want to explore Marian’s transformation 

and anorexia nervosa in the light of Lacanian psychoanalysis and Julia Kristeva’s 

“abjection.”  Since the symptoms of anorexia are more of subconscious and 



unconscious workings, I find it more fitting to analyze in the mode of Lacanian 

psychoanalysis and Kristevan theory on “abjection.” 

     This thesis consists of five parts, including introduction, three chapters for the 

main body of my thesis, and conclusion.  The aim of my thesis is to explore how 

Marian, the objectified self, re-establishes her identity and re-enters into the Symbolic 

Order with a metamorphosed, independent, assertive self in the concluding section of 

the text. 

The main body consists of three parts.  The first part will address Jacques 

Lacan’s psychoanalysis, including explication on such terminology as the Imaginary, 

the Symbolic, the Real, gaze, fantasy, symptom and so on, all of which are a far cry 

from the literal sense and are related to my textual analysis.  In other words, this part 

will demonstrate the theoretical framework upon which my textual analysis will be 

built.  Lacan’s psychoanalytic theory is not an easy one for understanding, and he 

himself also made more embellishments to his works later on.  However, if 

perceived from the angle of “lack/void,” Lacan’s theory perhaps will make an easier 

one for thinking and understanding. 

      The second part will present textual analysis through application of Lacanian 

psychoanalysis in examining Marian’s alienation within the self and from the social 

context, Marian’s awareness of her suppression and transformation of the self and, 



most important of all, Marian’s resolution towardss her anorexia in the end.  

However, the part on anorexia will be left to the third section for a more detailed 

explication and more thorough discussion.  This part will reveal the fact that Marian 

is objectified in Peter’s surveying and hunting eyes in the perspective of Lacanian 

gaze and thus results in Marian’s identification with the victimized animal for food.  

I will adopt the concept of Lacanian gaze for analysis.  Lacan’s gaze is related to the 

subject’s subject/object position.  The “other” is represented here as a threat that has 

the power to transform self into object.  The resistance to the objectifying masculine 

gaze addresses both the mastering tendency of the other and the (woman) subject’s 

resistance to it.  The concept of gaze also reveals the fetishization of woman’s body, 

a fact that femininity is a male construct, and male subjectivity is fundamentally 

narcissistic since it constantly requires woman as a specularized self-image.  As a 

consequence, since Marian identifies herself with the consumed/the hunted, she 

herself is unable to consume.  She becomes “the edible woman” as the title 

symbolizes. 

     I also aim to analyze Marian’s confusion about her identity, which is manifested 

in bodily metamorphosis and in psychical transformation such as the change of 

narrative voice in the second part of the story.  Marian goes through bodily 

transformation and metamorphosis due to her identity crisis.  The emphasis on 



change which Atwood achieves in her fiction suggests the notion of a subject 

perpetually in the process of construction.  Marian undergoes transformation, either 

bodily or psychical or both, emphasizing the alteration and fragmentation of her 

character.  In addition, there are more evidences of transformation during the time of 

Peter’s proposal and the engagement party.  The “other” is personified by Marian’s 

boyfriend and later by her fiancée.  Her boyfriend’s proposal signifies a loss of 

subjectivity for her, which is reflected in the feeling of being reduced to a mere object.  

The presence of the other gives rise to objectification.  Thus, there are this 

masquerade of femininity in the engagement party and images of dolls as pulling 

Marian’s identity apart. 

The position of the narrator also reveals the development of Marian’s life.  The 

first part of the story is narrated by Marian herself.  It begins with her hunger; 

Marian’s eating seems often to be hampered.  As Marian narrates, “I had to skip the 

egg and wash down a glass of milk and a bowl of cold cereal which I knew would 

leave me hungry long before lunch time” (EW 4).  The position of the narrator 

changes in the second part of the story to be located outside Marian herself.  It is still 

Marian who tells the story; but she looks upon herself at a distance.  The “I” of the 

first part becomes a “she” in the second, indicating a sense of objectification.  More 

or less, Marian stops eating.  The foods accepted by her stomach become more and 



more limited, and at the end one can detect a proper example of “self-starvation” or 

“anorexia.”  The final part of the novel describes how the appetite returns with the 

devouring of a cake in the shape of a woman as a substitute for herself, and at the 

same time Marian comes back to herself with the narrative position shifting back to 

first-person narrative. 

Marian sees through the rupture of symbolic cannibalism which entraps women 

into the all-sacrificial and all-giving image manifested in Florence Nightingale as 

Duncan points out straightforward to her.  This rupture of symbolic cannibalism 

echoes Lacanian lack of fantasy.  The all-sacrificial and all-giving image of women 

is the fantasy that the Symbolic constructs to cover up its conspiracy of symbolic 

cannibalism.  The Symbolic weaves a tapestry of fantasy to prevent the subjects 

from the encounter with the void from behind.  This void is the loophole or the lack 

of the Symbolic.  This symbolic cannibalism is the rupture/lack/void behind the 

screen/veil of fantasy.  That is, Marian sees through the veil of symbolic cannibalism 

that the Symbolic weaves and, consequently, such awareness brings about the 

working of the Real and the intrusion of the Real into the Symbolic.   

Such working and intrusion of the Real is demonstrated in the bathtub scene 

and also in the two dolls pulling Marian apart.  Those scenes of metamorphosed 

objects indicate Marian’s subconscious working of alienation and split because 



Marian is unable to sustain herself with the approach of the engagement party.  That 

is also why Marian calls up Duncan to be with her as support on her engagement party 

to relieve her.  She feels more comfortable, knowing that there is at least someone 

she knows and she can talk to.  Part Two pinpoints that it is the social and cultural 

atmosphere of symbolic cannibalism as a whole that brings about Marian’s anorexia.  

This part also depicts Marian’s awareness of such a conspiracy of symbolic 

cannibalism and her transformation which are both analyzed in the light of Lacanian 

fantasy and the Real. 

The third part will mainly focus on the description of Marian’s anorexia as she 

gradually drops meat, egg, vegetable, and then pumpkin seeds from her diet.  At last, 

she becomes completely anorexic in her diet, and her body refuses to take in any food 

at all.  Her mind has lost total control of her body.  I will examine the reasons for 

Marian’s anorexic symptom.  Marlene Bodskind- Lodaml argues that the 

psychoanalytic interpretation of anorexia underlines the “struggle for control for a 

sense of identity, competence and effectiveness” (220).  Eleonora Rao also notes that 

anorexia is indeed a “struggle against a part of the self rather than a struggle towardss 

a self” (135).  Emma Parker indicates, “[T]he powerful are characterized by their 

eating and the powerless by their non-eating” (113).  She goes on to further explain 

that Marian’s “non-eating is a physical expression of her powerlessness and, at the 



same time, a protest against that powerlessness.” (italics mine 114)  Anorexia is a 

statement about autonomy and assertion of selfhood in that it is a self-defensive 

strategy that aims to preserve her sense of selfhood and identity from the menacing 

presence of the other.   

In addition, anorexia is also the workings of the unconscious because Marian’s 

anorexic symptoms represent a strategy she unconsciously adopts to preserve a sense 

of autonomy of the self.  The unconscious of Marian protests against the 

conventional female role that she is expected to enter by marrying Peter.  When the 

relation with Peter becomes more serious and he proposes to her, Marian’s reaction is 

pictured in these words: “I drew back from him.  A tremendous electric blue flash, 

very near, illuminated the inside of the car.  As we stared at each other in that brief 

light, I could see myself, small and oval, mirrored in his eyes.” (EW 85)  Such a 

reflection of being small and oval is similar to the image of an egg.  It is no 

coincidence that the following morning at breakfast, the egg problems begin, and with 

them the anorexia period!  The bride’s refusal to eat means that she looks upon 

herself as an egg that is going to be consumed.  The conversation about the wedding 

day shows how much Marian has lost her independence and her own free will: “I’d 

rather have you [Peter] decide that.  I would rather leave the big decisions up to you” 

(EW 94).  Apparently, Marian has become submissive to Peter.  That is why she 



thinks to herself, “I was astonished at myself.  I never said anything remotely like 

that to him before.  The funny thing was that I really meant it.” (EW 94)   

As a matter of fact, Marian voluntarily gives up her position as a free and 

independent individual.  She becomes symbolically an egg inside her shell and 

totally dependent on her future husband.  An egg which is being eaten is similar to 

an individual who is being consumed.  While being consumed, she is not able to 

consume; while being eaten, she is not in the position to eat. 

Lacanian psychoanalysis is also useful and insightful for the analysis of this 

anorexic symptom.  For Lacan, fantasy teaches a subject what to desire and how to 

desire.  This desire/object a is actually the masquerade of the other’s desire.  As 

Lacan writes: “[T]he unconscious is the discourse of the other,” and the subject bears 

otherness within itself (20).   Thus, there also exists a loophole behind the 

screen/veil of fantasy.  In The Edible Woman, Marian is taught to conform to social 

rules or to submit to Peter.  Those impositions of social restrictions and masculine 

perspectives influence Marian respectively.  However, Marian sees through the 

rupture/void in fantasy, resulting in her split identity demonstrated in the shift of 

narrative voice in Part Two and more significantly, the anorexic symptoms in revolt 

against part of the self.  Those evidences bear traces of identity crisis and sense of 

alienation, both from the society and from the self, for Marian.  Here, the self that 



Marian is alienated from is that which succumbs to the male ideology. 

Next, I will adopt Lacanian conception of symptom to describe Marian’s eating 

disorder as a rebellion against part of the self and against the whole social formation 

and cultural construction of such symbolic cannibalism.  Afterwards, there will be 

elaboration on Julia Kristeva’s conception of abjection as an analytical framework to 

dwell upon Marian’s gesture of making a woman-shaped cake iced with coloring and 

Marian’s act of eating up the cake.   

There will be focuses on Julia Kristeva’s concept of “abjection” in Powers of 

Horror as theoretical application for textual analysis in Marian’s act of baking a cake 

in the shape of a woman and of devouring the cake as a way out for herself.  

Kristeva’s abjection serves as a powerful reflection in examining and exploring the 

blur and collapse of identity, and at the same time, in indicating the subject’s response 

and reaction to such a breakdown.   

First of all, Kristeva’s understanding of the “abject” provides a helpful term to 

contrast with Jacques Lacan’s “object of desire” or the “object petit a.”  Whereas the 

object petit a allows a subject to coordinate his or her desires, thus allowing the 

meaning of Symbolic Order and inter-subjective community to persist, the abject “is 

radically excluded and,” as Kristeva explains, “draws me towards the place where 

meaning collapses” (2).  It is neither object nor subject; the abject is situated, rather, 



at a place before we enter into the symbolic order.  The location of the abject is the 

place where boundaries break down, where the subjects are confronted with an 

archaic space before such linguistic binaries as self/other or subject/object.  In other 

words, the abject has to do with “what disturbs identity, system, order” and “what 

does not respect borders, positions, rules” (Kristeva 4).   

According to Julia Kristeva in the Powers of Horror, the abject refers to the 

human reaction (horror, vomit) to a threatened breakdown in meaning caused by the 

loss of the distinction between subject and object or between self and other.  The 

abject thus at once represents the threat that meaning is breaking down and constitutes 

our reaction to such a breakdown.  Thus, within the blur of identity, Marian bakes 

and devours the cake in a symbolic and similar vein of the concept of abjection for 

re-establishment of identity and re-entrance into the Symbolic Order with a 

metamorphosed, independent, assertive self in the concluding section of the text. 

This symbolic gesture indicates Marian’s reassertion of fluidity and autonomy 

in her choice to be the hunter or the hunted, the consumer or the consumed rather than 

the victimized hunted/consumed in the patriarchal consummerism and symbolic 

cannibalism.  In the process of application and employment of the theoretical 

framework of Jacques Lacan and Julia Kristeva for support, I hope to shed new light 

on Margaret Atwood’s The Edible Woman.  I will come to the conclusion that 



self-awareness of the inner dilemma and split selves, and also self-examination of 

suppression from others and oppression within the self is crucial.  In addition, 

self-orientation in the search for a way out, for autonomy and the refusal to be the 

voiceless margin are imperative for re-assertion of autonomous identity and 

re-emergence as a transformed self to develop into a subjective subject. 

 

 


